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Does taking time off lead to more stress than relaxation because you’re worried what will (or

won’t) happen at the office while you’re gone?Are you looking for a way to demonstrate the

skills and value you contribute to your organization and team?Do you want to be ready to act if

your dream job suddenly becomes available?If the answer is “yes,” then you need to create

your administrative procedures, and this book can help!Become a Procedures Pro, the third

book from All Things Admin Founder Julie Perrine, is a complete and easy-to-follow guide that

features instructions for creating effective office systems and procedures, as well as the many

benefits and uses for them.Some featured sections of the book include:- Getting started with

documenting your systems and procedures- Why procedures make good business sense-

Procedures’ role in strengthening your team- The career benefits of procedures- The difference

between systems and procedures- Getting started with systems development- Creating

effective office procedures- Using checklists, forms, and templates- And many more!
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tweet. We had recently relaunched Executive Secretary Magazine, and I was on the lookout for

new authors. From the moment I saw Julie Perrine’s tweet inviting administrative professionals

to create their administrative procedures manual, I just knew. Here was our Procedures Queen.

Julie has written for us ever since.She began as an admin herself, and as she is fond of

explaining when she speaks at conferences, she thinks she emerged from the womb

organized. There is a particular slide that springs to mind, featuring a picture of Julie, age 2,

already sitting next to the phone holding a three-ring binder.Thinking her ability to create

procedures was just something that every assistant does as standard, Julie was astonished to

find that her administrative procedures binder template quickly became the stuff of legend –

first within her own business and then via . An unlikely superstar, Julie built her following and

then an international business on how to instigate logical procedures and systems.In this, her

third book, Julie looks at both procedures and systems, explains the difference and the

importance of both, and shows you how to implement them quickly and with minimal stress.

Like Julie herself, the language is no-nonsense, to the point, and completely reliable. This is

the book that you need to simplify the way your office runs whether you are present or not.Julie

brings order to everything she touches. Calm, efficient, and productivity-driven, her

exceptional, but methodical, systems-driven brilliance has been adopted by assistants

worldwide. She has literally changed lives by bringing order to chaos. Her systems,

procedures, and productivity tools have added thousands of hours to the bottom line of

corporate business across the world.Executive Secretary Magazine is proud to have played a

part in bringing Julie’s techniques to a global audience both in person and virtually.On behalf of

the administrative profession and the millions of businesses that assistants serve, long may

she continue.Lucy BrazierCEO, Marcham PublishingPublisher of Executive Secretary

MagazineInternational Speaker, Conference Chair,Expert on the Administrative

SectorIntroduction“My philosophy is that not only are you responsible for your life, but doing the

best at this moment puts you in the best place for the next moment.”~ OPRAH

WINFREYProcedures aren’t just a project to tackle when you have some extra time. They are

vital to an effective and efficient office. I know this firsthand.I’ve held several administrative

positions throughout my career, and not a single one had documented procedures when I

started. So I made it my goal to create them as I was trained. This was an essential task, as

procedures helped me deliver consistent work during my time at each job. I never left a

company without leaving a binder full of procedures for my successors.Fast-forward several

years to January 2005 when I launched my virtual assistant business. Every small to mid-size

company I took on as a client needed procedures. I helped entrepreneurs and established

companies alike document and implement their procedures. In the summer of 2007, I began



blogging about how to create procedures, and I realized a lot of people needed help with them.

So I started creating templates, training, and tools to make the process easier.However, it

wasn’t until January 2011 that procedures became very personal for me.I was sitting at my

kitchen table eating breakfast with my husband when my cell phone rang. The caller ID said it

was my mom, but the voice on the other end was someone else’s.My mother had arrived at

work early that day and slipped on the ice. Her coworkers found her in the parking lot when

they arrived 30 minutes later. She was going into shock, and she had multiple injuries. I was

told to notify my family and meet the ambulance at the emergency room as soon as

possible.My mother suffered multiple fractures and underwent a very delicate surgery to repair

the damage from the fall. I spent most of the next two weeks working from her hospital room

and much of the following three months working from her home an hour away from where I

lived.At the time, I was trying to finish my first book, and All Things Admin was just getting

established in the admin training market. It was a very ambitious and hectic time for my

company and career.I called my accountant the week my mom fell to get her the information

she needed for an annual filing. When I talked to her again three months later, it was time to

prepare my taxes, and she sounded concerned. She asked how I was doing and how my

business was doing. I said we were both doing fine. I shared that we hadn’t launched any new

products or broken any sales records, but things were functioning as close to normal as

possible, given the situation. She looked at me with surprise and relief and asked, “How did

you do it?” She was concerned when we spoke in January that my mom’s accident would put

me out of business. I told her there were two big reasons that didn’t happen: established

procedures and my team.Since we have documented procedures for nearly everything we do,

my team was able to keep things running smoothly while I was out. My colleagues were able to

step in and do webinars using the procedures we had in place for delivering them. My team

created and published our weekly newsletter. Everything was taken care of – even though I

was only putting in a fraction of the hours I usually logged.Fast-forward two years, and life

struck again.It was the end of August 2013. I had just finished a major client project that had

drawn a lot of public scrutiny and media attention. It consumed a lot of my time, energy, and

emotion for the previous 18 months. I was filled with relief and exhaustion when I turned off the

lights and left the office that afternoon for the long holiday weekend.The day before, my

youngest sister had gone into labor with her first child. I knew I’d be receiving happy news at

any minute as I drove home. Just knowing this helped to balance out the exhaustion.But things

did not go as planned.My sister ran into complications that resulted in a record-setting labor

and emergency surgery to deliver her baby girl. As I paced by the phone and clutched my iPad

waiting for notification from anyone, I was preparing for the worst. Thankfully, my sister and her

baby girl, Ellyana, both came through the surgery alive and healthy. But the impact this had on

me physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually was profound.Ten weeks later, my other

sister went into labor…five weeks early.Sadly, this time the outcome was tragic.By a complete

miracle, my sister survived the delivery, but her newborn daughter, Emma, died within an hour.

It’s still impossible to explain the tidal wave of emotions that hit me as I processed the news of

the birth, and then the loss of my newborn niece shortly after. I felt like time stood still.In

between those two births, my grandfather died. My husband and I were traveling internationally

when it happened, so we were unable to get home in time for his funeral. Then, three months

later, my mother was diagnosed with breast cancer.For much of the following six months, my

company ran without me – once again, because of procedures and my team. This time, we

were even more prepared, because we had filled some gaps that became evident during the

previous experiences. I was able to step away from work, be present for my family, and take



care of myself during one of the most stressful and awful periods of my life.The following

spring, my husband got a new job in Indianapolis. We moved from Iowa to Indiana during one

of my busiest speaking seasons of the year. Within a month, my husband started a new job, we

put our house up for sale, I coordinated the packing and moving details for a two-state move,

and I traveled to several speaking engagements. Procedures and checklists kept life moving

forward for me personally and professionally!
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Schyler Jones, “Short But Informative. I think this book is a great resource to get someone

started in developing and managing administrative procedures, or really any procedures for

that matter. I would have liked to have seen some coverage on organization within an

electronic filing system, discussion on formatting documents, and maybe samples of actual

documents in use vs. references to downloads on the companion web site. Overall a good
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book though and I'm going to share this with our office manager.”

Mandie Peterson, “Good info but could use a better system for downloading resources. I love

how Julie gives information in her books: actionable, easy to read, and to-the-point. The only

thing that drives me crazy, that I've found to be consisten through all of her books, and the only

reason I give it 4 stars, is that every link to the download able resources throughout the book

lead you to the same sales page where you have to enter your name and email EVERY time to

download the multiple resources. It would make so much more sense to have one download

link with all of the files in it.”

KL, “Julie Perrine has done it again!!!. Become a Procedures Pro is a must have for any new or

seasoned administrative professional. From explaining the importance of procedures to giving

actual examples and sharing links to templates, you will not be disappointed in the book. I have

personally utilized Julie’s methods to run a more efficient office.”

G. Peery, “A game changer. Just what I needed to get started documenting the procedures that

are imperative to making our office run smoothly. I highly recommend this book to all admins

and executive assistants who know that they need to do this exercise but don't know where to

begin.”

Suzanne S, “Five Stars. This has helped me immensely professionally as well as personally”

COLLEEN DELCAMP, “Excellent guide.. Excellent as usual from Julie Perrine.”

Barbara Voltz Hughes, “Five Stars. Great book, arrived in a timely manner, and chocked full of

good tips.”

The book by Julie Perrine has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 113 people have provided feedback.
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